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Abstract—The present work proposes a new algorithm for finding the optimal distribution of PV modules on flat roofs of urban building so that the total absorbed energy is maximised. The paper is divided in 3 sections. Section 1 shows an analytic technique that allows for annual irradiation of a PV module to be calculated for every tilt angle, consequently, this procedure can also be used to determine the optimal tilt that maximises the total irradiation of such module. In Section 2, a new packing algorithm is developed (specifically for this problem) so that total area of the PV modules of the flat roof is maximised. Studying the shadowing between modules and the needed spacing is key for this part. Lastly, in Section 3, it’s checked whether modifying the fixed tilt of the PV modules to be installed in a flat roof results in an increase of the total PV surface that compensates the loss of energy per module deriving from not using the optimal tilt angle, so that the maximum possible total absorbed energy for a given terrace is achieved.

Index Terms—Photovoltaic systems, urban buildings, energy maximization, optimum tilt.

I. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic (PV) systems are destined to play a fundamental role in energy generation in the coming years [1], and it is estimated that PV energy generation by 2050 might reach 14.5% from residential roof installation. This work presents a new algorithm for achieving the optimal distribution of PV modules in areas where space is limited, as it’s usually the case for flat roofs of urban buildings.

When working with PV systems without solar tracker (i.e. with constant tilt), knowing the two installation angles is essential. First, the tilt angle (β), i.e. the angle between the plane of the surface and the horizontal plane, and secondly the surface azimuth angle (γ), i.e. the angle between the projection on a horizontal plane of the normal to the tilted surface and the geographical South. The optimum value of γ, is well known [2], which, for the northern hemisphere is γ_{opt} = 0 (°). However, calculating the optimal tilt angle, β_{opt}, is still the aim of numerous studies. There are many models, like the ones proposed by [3], that only require the latitude of the localization, while works like those of [4] or [5] use irradiation models to compute β_{opt}, with a location-specific approach.

For large-scale plants, as available space is not a limiting factor, optimal values can be used, whereas in situations with a lack of extra area (which are the object of the present study) it’s as important to know β_{opt}, as it is to know the energy loss associated with the use of different tilt angles. This paper presents an analytical procedure to calculate the solar irradiation reaching the tilted surface of the module, for a given period of time, whatever tilt angle is used. Annual irradiation is considered to, consequently, calculate the angle β_{opt} that results in the maximum irradiation for each module.

In a second section, the form and orientation of the available flat roof area are taken as fixed values [6]. We use as decision variables the dimensions (length and width), orientation, number and position of the PV modules. In addition, minimum distances between rows of PV modules are considered in order to allow maintenance and to avoid shadowing effects. Only PV modules of commercial dimensions are taken into consideration for this study. The specific objective of this part is to maximise the area of all PV modules in the whole system, taking into account the available area and the physical restrictions.

We present a new optimization method, related to the classical packing mathematical problem. Various type of packing problems have been widely studied [7], however, to the best of our knowledge, this particular two-dimensional rectangle packing problem has not been addressed in the literature so far.

Lastly, in a third section, the analysis of shadowing produced between panel rows will take into consideration the possibility of placing the PV modules at angles other than their β_{opt}. That way it would be analysed which options yields more interesting results: if using β_{opt}, to assure receiving the
maximum irradiance possible per module, or, on the contrary, taking $\beta \neq \beta_{opt}$, in pursuit of obtaining a greater area of PV modules, thus reducing the irradiation on each individual module. Keep in mind the objective is maximising the total incident energy for all PV modules on a flat roof.

II. INFLUENCE OF TILT ANGLE OVER THE IRRADIATION

The total solar irradiance ($I_t$) on tilted surfaces is usually calculated [2] as the sum of three components: the beam, the diffuse and the ground reflected solar irradiance:

$$I_t(n,T,\beta) = I_{bh} \cdot \frac{\cos \theta_i}{\cos \theta_z} + I_{dh} \cdot \left( \frac{1 + \cos \beta}{2} \right) + (I_{bh} + I_{dh}) \cdot \rho_g \cdot \left( \frac{1 - \cos \beta}{2} \right) \tag{1}$$

where $I_{bh}$ ($W/m^2$) is the beam irradiance on a horizontal plane, $\theta_z$ (°) is the solar zenith angle, $\theta_i$ (°) is the incident angle, $I_{dh}$ ($W/m^2$) is the diffuse irradiance on a horizontal plane, $\beta$ (°) is the tilt angle, and $\rho_g$ (dimensionless) is the ground reflectance. The incident angle of the Sun $\theta_i$ (°) on a tilted surface can be determined [2] as a function of the declination $\delta$, the latitude $\lambda$, the tilt angle $\beta$, the azimuth angle $\gamma$, and the hour angle $\omega$. Hence, the total solar irradiance $I_t(n,T,\beta)$ on tilted surfaces depends on the day of the year $n$, the solar time $T$, and, obviously, $\beta$.

From the Eq. (1), we can compute, by direct integration from sunrise, $T_R$, to sunset, $T_S$, the total irradiation on a tilted surface $H_t(n,\beta)$ ($Wh/m^2$) for each day of the year $n$ and tilt angle $\beta$:

$$H_t(n,\beta) = \int_{T_R(n)}^{T_S(n)} I_t(n, T, \beta) dT \tag{2}$$

Now, for each specific location, satellite estimations of monthly-averaged global and diffuse solar irradiations received on a horizontal surface from PVGIS database [8] are used. From these monthly values, using Fourier analysis [9], hourly perturbed distributions for the beam and diffuse solar irradiances are computed. Thus, this methodology takes into account the main environmental conditions of the site.

In order to compute $\beta_{opt}$, the interval $\beta \in [0,90]$ is discretized and, following the Cavaleri’s principle, the integral is computed for each one of the $\beta$ values:

$$H^\beta_t(\beta) = \int_{0}^{365} H_t(n, \beta) \, dn \tag{3}$$

and find the value $\beta_{opt}$ such that maximises $H^\beta_t(\beta)$. In order to clarify the exposition, an specific location has been chosen: Almeria (Spain), with latitude $36^o50'07''N$, longitude $02^o24'08''W$ and altitude $22$ (m). The function $H_t(n, \beta)$ (Wh/m$^2$) is shown in Fig. 1. The Fig. 2 contains the plot of $H^\beta_t(\beta)$ against $\beta$. A maximum in $\beta_{opt} = 30.3$ (°) can be seen. Apart from obtaining $\beta_{opt}$, this analytic technique allows for the quantification of energy losses when non-ideal tilts are used on PV panels. Our recent calculations [10] show that installing PV modules with $\gamma = 0^o$ and tilt angle deviations of up to 10 (°) with respect to the optimum tilt angle makes for a loss on the incoming solar irradiation of about 1%. When tilt angle deviations are around 20 (°), energy losses around 5% should be expected, while, with a deviation around 30 (°), about a 10% of the energy is lost, with subtle variations depending on the location’s latitude. These calculations will play a key role in later energy maximization, once row-spacing variations are considered.

III. OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION OF PV MODULES ON FLAT ROOFS

A. Statement

This section describes the mathematical problem where the objective function to be maximized is the total PV modules area ($A_{PV}$), given by:

$$A_{PV} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} W \cdot L \tag{4}$$

where $N$ is the number of PV modules, $W$ is the module width, and $L$ is the module length. In this study it’s assumed that all the modules are identical in size and only commercial modules are taken into consideration.

The roof-related parameters are: the roof area ($A_r$), the available roof area ($A_{ar}$), the roof form ($F_r$), and the roof orientation ($O_r$).

The available roof area ($A_{ar}$) is the area that can really be used for installation [11], and can be calculated using:

$$A_{ar} = A_r \cdot C_{BC} \cdot C_S \cdot C_{RT} \cdot C_{IA} \tag{5}$$

where $C_{BC}$ is the building components coefficient (to take into account components such as chimneys, fans ...), $C_S$ is the
shadowing coefficient (to consider shadows caused by other buildings). $C_{RT}$ is the roof-type coefficient and $C_{IA}$ is the inclination angle coefficient. To simplify the exposition, flat roofs with neither shadowing nor components on their terrace are the only ones taken into consideration for this paper, so $A_{ar} = A_r$. The reader should notice how immediate the extension.

The form of the roof area ($F_r$) is defined as the ratio between length ($a$) and width ($b$) of the available roof area. The roof orientation ($O_r$) is defined by the angle that forms the North-South direction and the terrace edges. In this study, every PV module is aligned in the North-South direction and we assume that the terrace edges are parallel to our reference axes ($x - y$). Thus, the roof orientation is given by the angle ($\alpha$) between the North-South direction and the positive half axis of $y$.

The optimization model also considers a transversal installation distance ($e_t$), needed for the adequate installation of the PV modules, and a longitudinal maintenance distance ($e_l$), which should be kept between rows of modules in order to allow a proper inspection, cleaning, and maintenance. Taking into account the Spanish Government Technical Report [12], a maintenance distance $e_t^m = 1$ ($m$) and a installation distance $e_t = 0.025$ ($m$) (due to clamps) are considered. In addition, there has to be a minimum distance between the terrace boundary and the modules, again, for maintenance purposes. This distance is designated $e_b$, and a value of $1$ ($m$) is also assumed [12].

**B. Study of the shadows**

Apart from the longitudinal maintenance distance ($e_t^m$), which should be kept between rows of PV modules, another key aspect to consider are the shadows each preceding row casts over the next one.

Fig. 3 shows, for rows of modules facing South ($\gamma_{opt} = 0$ ($^\circ$)), the breakdown of solar radiation between its transversal and longitudinal component. From said image, it can be deduced that:

$$\tan \theta_l = \frac{\cos \alpha_s \cos \gamma_s}{\sin \alpha_s} = \frac{\cos \gamma_s}{\tan \alpha_s} = \tan \theta_z \cos \gamma_s \tag{6}$$

where $\alpha_s$ is the height angle of the Sun ($^\circ$), $\theta_z$ is the zenith angle of the Sun ($^\circ$) and $\gamma_S$ is the azimuth of the Sun ($^\circ$).

At the same time, the Spanish Government Technical Report [12] states that, in order to minimize shadowing effects, the distance between reflectors has to guarantee a minimum of 4 hours of sunshine around noon on the winter solstice. The angle $\theta_l$, obtained from (6) when applying this standard on December 21 at 10:00 will be referred as $\theta_{l0}$.

It can immediately be obtained, from Fig. 4, that the required spacing to avoid shadowing between consecutive rows of modules that meets the previous criteria is:

$$e_t^{st} = S \frac{\tan \beta_{opt}}{\cot \theta_{l0}} = L \frac{\sin \beta_{opt}}{\cot \theta_{l0}} \tag{7}$$

where $S = L \cos \beta_{opt}$ is the horizontal projection of $L$.

Therefore, the value to be imposed as longitudinal spacing should be:

$$e_l = \max[e_t^m, e_t^{st}] \tag{8}$$

so that both ease of maintenance and compliance with the norm are guaranteed.

Note that the result depends on $L$ (value to choose from commercial PV module models), $\theta_{l0}$ (value that only depends on the location) and $\beta_{opt}$, calculated in the previous section.

**C. Packing algorithm E-W axis**

Packing problems are a class of mathematical optimization problems that attempt to pack objects into containers [7]. In this paper we consider a very special type of two-dimensional rectangle packing problem. In this case, identical rectangles need/have to be packed in a fixed rectangle (as, for example, in [13]), taking into account two additional constraints: (i) A minimum space must be left between objects for installation and maintenance purposes and to avoid shadowing effects; (ii) The orientation of the objects is fixed with respect to the container, and generally, it’s not orthogonal.

The optimization of the distribution of small-scale Linear Fresnel Reflectors (SSLFRs) on flat roofs of urban buildings has been analysed in previous studies like [14] where three different packing schemes are presented in order to solve the problem. Based on such work, one of the mentioned packing algorithms has been adapted to solve the present issue. To the best of our knowledge, this packing problem has not been addressed in the literature.

Given a terrace of fixed dimensions $a \times b$, we assume that the terrace edges are parallel to reference axes ($x - y$). Let $\alpha$ be the angle between the N-S direction and the positive axis $y$.
The new packing scheme consists of placing rows of South-facing PV modules (whose dimensions are \( W \times S \)) in an East-West direction. To achieve that (see Fig. 5), a base rectangle \( R_{11} \) is defined using two vertices \( A \) and \( B \), which are located as close as possible to the upper-right corner of the terrace. The coordinates of the two basic vertices, \( A(x_A, y_A) \) and \( B(x_B, y_B) \), are given by:

\[
R_{11} : \begin{cases} 
A(e_b, e_b + S \sin \alpha) \to D \\
B(e_b + S \sin \alpha, e_b) \to C
\end{cases}
\]

(9)

Once \( A \) and \( B \) have been settled, the other two vertices \( C \) and \( D \) can be calculated immediately (this process is repeated for every case study exposed in this paper):

\[
R_{11} : \begin{cases} 
C(x_B + W \cos \alpha, y_B + W \sin \alpha) \\
D(x_A + W \cos \alpha, y_A + W \sin \alpha)
\end{cases}
\]

(10)

Firstly, the packing pattern is completed by placing vertically, from top to bottom, as many rectangles \( R_{11} \) as possible. The increase of the \( y \) coordinates between one rectangle and the next is given by:

\[
\Delta y = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{e_t}{\cos \alpha} + \frac{S}{\sin \alpha} & \text{if } \alpha \neq \pi/2 \\
e_t + W & \text{if } \alpha = \pi/2
\end{array} \right.
\]

(11)

Thus, the coordinates of the four vertices \( A, B, C \), and \( D \) of the rectangles in the first column are given by (with \( i = 1, \ldots, n \)):

\[
R_{1i} : \begin{cases} 
A(x_A, y_A + (i-1)\Delta y) \to D \\
B(x_B, y_B + (i-1)\Delta y) \to C
\end{cases}
\]

(12)

From each rectangle in this first column, new rectangles \( R_{ij} \) (with \( j = 1, \ldots, m \)) are added in W-E direction, using:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta x &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
e_i \cos \alpha + W \cos \alpha & \alpha \neq \pi/2 \\
e_i \sin \alpha + S \sin \alpha & \alpha = \pi/2
\end{array} \right. \\
\delta y &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
e_i \sin \alpha + W \sin \alpha & \alpha \neq \pi/2 \\
0 & \alpha = \pi/2
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

(13) (14)

\[
R_{ij} : \begin{cases} 
A(x_A + (j-1)\delta x, y_A + (j-1)\delta y) \to D \\
B(x_B + (j-1)\delta x, y_B + (j-1)\delta y) \to C
\end{cases}
\]

(15)

The packing pattern is completed placing new rectangles \( R_{k1} \) \((k = 0, -1, \ldots)\) horizontally aligned with the base rectangle \( R_{11} \). The vertices of rectangles \( R_{k1} \) are given by (with \( k = 0, -1, \ldots \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
f_{1} \frac{S}{\sin \alpha} + \frac{S}{\sin \alpha} & \text{if } \alpha \neq 0 \\
n + W & \text{if } \alpha = 0
\end{array} \right. \\
\Delta y &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

\[
R_{k1} : \begin{cases} 
A(x_A + (1-k)\Delta x, y_A) \to D \\
B(x_B + (1-k)\Delta x, y_B) \to C
\end{cases}
\]

(17)

IV. MAXIMIZATION OF THE TOTAL ENERGY

Taking into consideration all the aforementioned formulæ and criteria, the proposed method to maximize the total energy consists in 3 steps:

1. Analytically calculate the \( H_{i}^{\alpha} (\beta) \) curve (see Fig. 2).
2. Execute the packing algorithm for different values of \( \beta \) to obtain the \( A_{PV}^{\alpha} (\beta) \) curve.
3. Calculate the maximum, \( \beta^* \), from the Total Energy curve:

\[
E_{PV} (\beta) = H_{i}^{\alpha} (\beta) \cdot A_{PV}^{\alpha} (\beta)
\]

(18)

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section shows the results obtained with the results described in the previous sections. The optimization algorithm has been implemented using the commercial software Mathematica™. It’s considered, without loss of generality, that \( e_t = 0.025 \) (m) and \( e_s = 1 \) (m), and \( e_b = 1 \) (m). For the specific location of Almeria (Spain) the value of \( \theta_0 (6) \) of the standard on December 21 at 10:00 results in 63.4°. As previously noted, the optimal tilt is \( \beta_{opt} = 30° \) and the Total Annual Irradiation adds up to \( H_{\beta_{opt}} = 2.10995 \) (MW.h/m²).

The algorithm is able to deal with any configuration, no matter what form, \( F_r \), or orientation, \( O_r \), the roof has. As an example, a first case study is presented, where the dimensions of the terrace are: \( a = 20 \) (m) and \( b = 10 \) (m), so \( F_r = 2 \), and it’s supposed that the angle the terrace forms with the North-South direction is \( O_r = 30° \).

The 10 commercial models considered for this example are displayed in Table 1, they’re from 5 different manufacturers: Era Solar (ES), Solar Power (SP), Talesun (TS), Jinko Solar (JS), and JA Solar (JA). Model name; technology used, either Polycrystalline (P) or Monocrystalline (M); and dimensions \( L \) (mm) and \( W \) (mm) are also shown for each module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n°</th>
<th>Fab.</th>
<th>Mod.</th>
<th>Tec.</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>BSP275P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>ESPMC</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>REC TWIN PEAK</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>1675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>ESPMC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>ESPMC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>TP672P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>ESPMC</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>ESPMC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>JS</td>
<td>HC 72 M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>JA</td>
<td>MBB HALF-CELL</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>2120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5. Packing algorithm.](image-url)
It should be noted that the algorithm takes into consideration 4 possible rack configurations: 1V, 1H, 2V and 2H, while rack configurations 3H and 3V are disregarded due to the excessive height of the resulting PV system. This classification goes as follows: (i) numbers 1,2,3,... represent the number of vertically consecutive modules in each row of the system (ii) for the letter, it’s used V when referring to the rack configuration in which module L is the reference for the tilt angle, and H for the one in which W is used as such reference.

So, the algorithm finds, using the packing scheme, the dimensions (i.e. the suitable model between those 10 mentioned), rack configuration (1V, 1H, 2V, 2H), position and number of PV modules which maximize the total area of PV modules, \( A_{PV} \). The optimization procedure is indeed a brute force algorithm that evaluates all the possible combinations of models and orientations. For this simple example, the algorithm running time is merely about 1-2 sec on a somewhat outdated personal computer (Intel Core™ i5-1035G1 CPU, 1.00GHz), which shows the outstanding potential this algorithm has for more complex, bigger problems.

The optimal solution of the packing scheme with \( \beta_{opt} = 30 \degree \), for the particular case considered, is shown in Fig. 6, with the modules in 1V on the left, and in 1H on the right. The optimal 1V solution consist of 38 ESPMC \( (n^o \cdot 2) \) PV modules, with dimensions \( 992 \times 1650 \text{ (mm)} \) vertically oriented with an \( A_{PV} = 62.20 \text{ (m}^2\)\). The 1H optimal solution consist of 39 Rec Twin Peak \( (n^o \cdot 3) \) PV modules, with dimensions \( 977 \times 1675 \text{ (mm)} \) horizontally oriented with an \( A_{PV} = 65.13 \text{ (m}^2\)\). Therefore, for this case study the optimum is achieved for the 1H scheme: \( A_{PV}^{1H} = 65.13 \text{ (m}^2\)\). The spacing, \( e_1 \), obtained from (8), for 1V is 1.648, value imposed by the rule \( e_1^{opt} \), as the modules cast a considerable shadow when placed vertically. However, for 1H the shadow is noticeably smaller so the spacing \( e_1 \), obtained from (8), is just 1.0, corresponding with the maintenance requirement \( e_1^{opt} \).

The previously obtained solution employs the optimal tilt, \( \beta_{opt} \), which guarantees the maximum annual irradiation \( H_1^{\beta_{opt}} \), but now it’ll be tested what changes when using a different tilt angle \( \beta < \beta_{opt} \). Fig. 7 shows the two optimal solutions for \( \beta = 20 \degree, 10 \degree \) less than optimal.

In this case, the new 1V solution (on the left of Fig. 7) employs 44 ESPMC \( (n^o \cdot 5) \) PV modules, with dimensions \( 1002 \times 1665 \text{ (mm)} \), for a total area of \( A_{PV} = 73.41 \text{ (m}^2\)\), needing a minimum spacing of \( e_1 = 1.137 \). On the contrary, the optimal 1H solution (Fig. 7, on the right) now consists of 29 MBB Half-Cell \( (n^o \cdot 10) \) PV modules, with dimensions \( 1052 \times 2120 \text{ (mm)} \), a total area \( A_{PV} = 64.68 \text{ (m}^2\)\), and spacing \( e_1 = 1 \). It should be noted the 1V total area, \( A_{PV} \), has perceived a notable increase from its value for \( \beta_{opt} \), while the 1H total area, \( A_{PV} \), has been slightly reduced.

This occurrence can be explained due to the \( e_1 \) equation (8). When placing the modules vertically with a reduced tilt \( \beta \), the casted shadow is smaller so the value of \( e_1 \) gets reduced from 1.648 to only 1.137 so total area \( A_{PV} \) gets increased. However, when placed horizontally, \( e_1 \) is the maintenance value, \( e_1^{opt} \), which doesn’t get altered with a reduced tilt \( \beta \), so total area of modules \( A_{PV} \) ends up being reduced. Thus, for \( \beta = 20 \degree \), the optimal solution has changed and the 1V option stands as the best one with an \( A_{PV} = 73.41 \text{ (m}^2\)\). Final question is: When reducing \( \beta \), does the increase in area \( A_{PV} \) make up for the loss in annual irradiation per module? It’s time to apply the total annual energy study from Section 1, comparing \( H_1^{\beta} \cdot A_{PV} \) for both situations:

\[
E_{PV}(\beta_{opt}) = 2.10995 \cdot 65.13 = 137.419 \text{ (MW} \cdot \text{h}) \tag{19}
\]
\[
E_{PV}(20) = 2.08307 \cdot 73.41 = 152.911 \text{ (MW} \cdot \text{h}) \tag{20}
\]

So, in this particular case, reducing the tilt results in an 11% energy increase, though with a bigger number of modules needed.

If a tilt \( \beta = 10 \degree \) is used, farther away from the optimal 20 \degree \), the 1V solution consists of 38 \( n^o \cdot 6 \) PV modules for a total area \( A_{PV} = 73.88 \text{ (m}^2\)\), with \( e_1 = 1 \) spacing; while, for the 1H option, 37 \( n^o \cdot 3 \) PV modules are needed for an area of \( A_{PV} = 61.79 \text{ (m}^2\)\), with minimal spacing \( e_1 = 1 \). So, the maximum useful area results in \( A_{PV}^{1H} = 73.88 \text{ (m}^2\)\). In
this case, once calculated the annual irradiation $H_{10}^t$ for each module, the total energy adds up to:

$$E_{PV}(10) = 2.00602 \cdot 73.88 = 148.213 \, (MW\cdot h) \quad (21)$$

It can be concluded that employing $\beta = 10 ^{(\circ)}$ results in less energy absorbed than using $\beta = 20 ^{(\circ)}$. Again, the key is the influence of $e_m^r$: its fixed value makes it worthless to reduce $\beta$.

Numerous simulations have been made varying both the dimensions and form of the roof, while the angle the terrace forms with the North-South direction was modified between $0$ and $90 ^{(\circ)}$. It can be concluded that the optimal solution won’t always consist in reducing (or increasing) the module tilt, so the packing algorithm and the irradiation calculations must be executed for each particular case study.

For the particular case of this paper, making a discretization of $1 ^{(\circ)}$ for the value of $\beta$, the $E_{PV}(\beta)$ curve is shown in Fig. 8. The maximum value of the curve in Fig. 8, and therefore the optimal tilt for the PV modules that maximises the absorbed energy for the set of modules on the roof is $\beta^* = 18 ^{(\circ)}$, for a total energy of $155.527 \, (MW\cdot h)$.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical method to optimize the installation of PV modules in urban residential buildings is presented and tested. A new packing algorithm specifically developed for this problem, combined with analytical calculation of annual irradiation for each possible tilt, allows for easy of obtention the optimal solution. The dimensions and arrangement of the PV modules are determined so that total absorbed energy is maximised, taking into account the shadowing effects. The results obtained show that the best solution depends on the characteristics of each particular problem, that is: the dimensions and orientation of the flat roof, latitude of the localization, dimensions of available PV modules, applicable laws, etc. In short, many variables need to be considered so the optimal strategy can’t be known in advance.
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